
The FriendZ Network  

The next generation, privacy respecting, disruptive social network that in-fact 
respects the rights and privacy of its members.  

ORLANDO, FL – July 7, 2021 – Are you one of the millions of Americans who are 
tired of seeing your favorite social media posts disappear? Join The FriendZ 
Network! Upstart, The FriendZ Network is the fast-growing, anti-Facebook 
platform with data privacy, free speech and no ads. 

“Social media should be about conversations, community, and connecting - NOT 
censorship. Our mission is to protect America and free speech while providing a 
safe, secure platform where you can connect with family and friends, and engage 
in respectful debate.” – The Friendz Network  

The FriendZ Network is the fun social platform that allows you to authentically 
communicate online the same way you do offline: with people you know and like 
and with people with whom you share common interests and hobbies. The 
platform is built on trust, freedom, and love for social media users worldwide.  

The FriendZ Network's growth is due to multiple factors, including backlash 
against privacy violations and widespread censorship from Facebook, Twitter,  
and other social sites against conservatives, African Americans, LGBTQ, 
alternative health advocates, and others.  

The platform promises to protect user’s privacy and right to free speech. The 
Friendz Network is unique in that users own their own data on the network -- you 
have complete control over the data on your newsfeed and timeline. And in a 
clear dig to Facebook, this cutting-edge new platform will NEVER sell any personal 
information to third-party providers.  

The Friendz Network also promises not to target users with advertisements. 
Unlike Facebook or Twitter, the network won’t monitor or regulate its user’s 
activity. They also vow to abide by no commercial or political bias. Additionally, 
there is no facial recognition or censorship.  

“The FriendZ Network members are customers to serve, not data to sell.”  



The New Social Network  

Ask the average person what they dislike most about social network platforms 
and the answers are pretty consistent: massive amounts of advertising, how 
algorithms determine what you see in your feed, censorship and bias, and all of 
the personal data these companies gather from their users.  

Enter The FriendZ Network: A new, free social network that changes the status 
quo. The FriendZ Network is banking on the idea that people’s desire to stay 
connected while maintaining absolute control over their private information will 
help the platform thrive.  

Is The FriendZ Network Free?  

Yes. You sign up for free and have access to all the features, including news feeds, 
chats, cloud storage, and more.  

About The FriendZ Network  

The FriendZ Network allows connection in real time, with no interference from 
advertisements or algorithms, and no need to pay to boost content. No Ads, No 
Targeting, No BS. Member data is #NotForSale.  

Sign Up, Learn More, or Get in Touch: 

https://TheFriendZNetwork.com / TheFriendzNetwork@gmail.com  

  


